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The Fundamentals : Building Visual Studio Applications on a Visual FoxPro 6.0 FoundationHentzenwerke Publishing, 1999
The long-awaited sequel to Whil's "Programming VFP 3.0," this volume covers the basics of developing a wide range of applications quickly, covers all of the new commands, functions, features and tools of Visual FoxPro 6.0, and describes, step-by-step, how to build a traditional LAN application with VFP as the foundation. Finishes up with...
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Foundations of Databases: The Logical LevelAddison Wesley, 1994
The definitive book on the foundations and theory of database systems, including advanced topics not presented in any other survey book. Includes a comprehensive resource useful for any database researcher or practitioner that covers both fundamental and advanced topics.

Database theory is a relative newcomer to the field of computer...
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Application Integration: EAI B2B BPM and SOAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Application integration assembles methods and tools for organizing exchanges between applications, and intra- and inter-enterprise business processes. A strategic tool for enterprises, it introduces genuine reactivity into information systems facing business changes, and as a result, provides a significant edge in optimizing costs.

...
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Project Sponsorship: Achieving Management Commitment for Project SuccessJossey-Bass, 2006
Praise for Project Sponsorship
    

    "Project Sponsorship addresses vital ingredients that resonate with my recipe for project success—identifying the right people to sponsor projects, taking care of them, describing how to create an environment that leads to excellence in project sponsorship, and...
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RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 11g: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2007
It’s sometimes said that the true job of an Oracle database administrator can be summed up in one, essential skill: to be able to recover your database.
There’s much wisdom in that statement. Of all the things you are responsible for as a database administrator, nothing is more important than the data itself. Like it or not, the...
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Bioarchaeologists Speak Out (Bioarchaeology and Social Theory)Springer, 2018

	
		Bioarchaeologists who study human remains in ancient, historic and contemporary settings are securely anchored within anthropology as anthropologists, yet they have not taken on the pundits the way other subdisciplines within anthropology have. Popular science authors frequently and selectively use bioarchaeological data on...
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The Unified Process Inception Phase : Best Practices for Implementing the UPCMP Books, 2000
Is the Unified Process the be all and end all standard for developing object-oriented component-based software? This book is the third in a four volume series that presents a critical review of the Unified Process. The authors present a survey of the alte

Fill the gap between theory and practice! Implement a software process that goes...
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Expert PHP and MySQL (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Best practices and expert techniques for today's most demanding apps


	As the world's most popular, general purpose, open source scripting language, PHP is frequently used with MySQL to create high-traffic, mission-critical applications. This indispensable book shares proven, author-tested best practices and expert...
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Silverlight 4 Business Intelligence SoftwareApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software allows you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, which makes comprehending mountains of data easier. BI is everywhere. Applications that include reports, analytics, statistics, and historical and predictive modeling are all examples of BI. Currently, we are in the second...
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LINQ to Objects Using C# 4.0: Using and Extending LINQ to Objects and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ)Addison Wesley, 2010

	“For several years, Troy has been one of the key figures in the LINQ community. This comprehensive and well-written book serves as a compendium of the important wisdom and experience that he has accumulated through his years of studying LINQ and its uses.”

...
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Effective STL: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of the Standard Template LibraryAddison Wesley, 2001

	“This is Effective C++ volume three — it’s really that good.”

	— Herb Sutter, independent consultant and secretary of the ISO/ANSI C++ standards committee


	“There are very few books which all C++ programmers must have. Add Effective STL...
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The Management MythbusterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Become a better manager by challenging the myths of commonly accepted management wisdom


	A humorous review of current management practice with a very serious message, The Management Mythbuster makes an entertaining case for questioning much of the conventional wisdom that pervades the corporate world today.


	Through...
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